Flow-Tite™
Rethink the pre-made shrink bag

Shrink Rollstock
Bemis Flow-Tite™ are high barrier shrink films that
are engineered for optimum performance on most
flow wrapping equipment to increase throughput and
reduce the cost of packaging.

Flow-TiteTM Rethink the pre-made shrink bag

The Flow-Tite™ film wraps around the meat or cheese
creating a shrink pack with a hermetic seal along its
length and ends.

Bemis Europe is a supplier of flexible packaging used by leading meat and cheese companies across
the EMEA region. We work collaboratively with forward-thinking companies to deliver inspired food
and consumer packaging that enables customer success.
Bemis Europe is part of Bemis Company, Inc., a global packaging company with 60 facilities and
17,000 employees worldwide. With a presence across the Americas, Europe, and Asia, Bemis offers
expert focus on helping each of its customers to move ahead towards success.

www.bemis.com I contact@bemis-europe.com

A better way

Maintains all the advantages of
vacuum shrink packing at lower cost

Flow-Tite™
Outstanding Product Presentation
Film clarity and surface gloss show off the product at its best.
High shrink reduces material in the corners and limits purge.
10 colour printing available.

Cost Savings
Increased pack throughput.
Minimal seal contamination reduces leakers.
Labour saving opportunities for high volume operations.
Fewer SKUs than bags so less inventory.

Pack Security & Shelf Life
 igh seal strength reduces leakers during distribution and rough handling.
H
7
 5 microns film available.
H
 igh barrier to oxygen.

Applications
Fresh boneless and bone-in beef and pork.
Processed meats such as hams and gammon.
Cheese blocks and portions.

Main Advantages
E
 xcellent presentation
L
 abour saving systems
L
 ong shelf life

Learn more
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Benefits

of shrink rollstock
packaging
at-a-glance.
RETHINKING
THE
Visit
us at bemis.com/europe
PRE-MADE
SHRINK BAG
Lower Your Total Cost with Flow-Tite™ Shrink Rollstock
For fresh meat processors challenged with cutting costs and finding new efficiencies,
Flow-Tite™ shrink rollstock technology can help manage overall costs.

Flow-Tite™ Shrink Rollstock: A better way.™

1. FEWER WORKERS ON THE
LINE

Shrink Bags

Flow-Tite™

7 workers

3 workers

2. REDUCES
REWORK BY
50% OR MORE

3. INCREASES
PROCESSING
THROUGHPUT
BY 5-10%

leaker rate

leaker rate

4%

32
bpm

30
bpm

Flow-Tite™

Shrink Bags

Flow-Tite™

Shrink Bags

1%

Flow-Tite™ creates contamination-free seals and
protects throughout distribution.

Flow-Tite™ enables uninterrupted
product packaging leading to savings.

More info on www.bemis.com
4. REDUCES
OVERTIME
LABOUR
Reducing rework and increasing

5. IMPROVES
PRODUCT
APPEARANCE
Flow-Tite™ wraps around the

Form-TiteTM Thermoforming
Shrink film

